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Alan E. GELFAND, Hyon-JungKIM, C. F. SIRMANS, and Sudipto BANERJEE
In many applications,the objectiveis to buildregressionmodels to explain a responsevariableover a region of interestunderthe assumption
that the responses are spatially correlated.In nearly all of this work, the regressioncoefficients are assumedto be constantover the region.
However,in some applications,coefficients are expectedto vary at the local or subregionallevel. Here we focus on the local case. Although
parametricmodeling of the spatial surface for the coefficient is possible, here we argue that it is more naturaland flexible to view the
surface as a realization from a spatial process. We show how such modeling can be formalized in the context of Gaussian responses
providingattractiveinterpretationin terms of both randomeffects and explainingresiduals.We also offer extensions to generalizedlinear
models and to spatio-temporalsetting. We illustrateboth static and dynamic modeling with a datasetthat attemptsto explain (log) selling
price of single-familyhouses.
KEY WORDS: Bayesian framework;Multivariatespatialprocesses;Prediction;Spatio-temporalmodeling;StationaryGaussianprocess.

1. INTRODUCTION
The broad availabilityof fast, inexpensive computing along
with the developmentof very capable,user-friendlygeographic
informationsystems (GIS) softwarehas led to the increasedcollection of spatialand spatio-temporaldatain such diversefields
as real estate/finance, epidemiology, environmetrics/ecology,
and communications.In turn,this has fueled increased spatial
modeling and data analysis activity within the statisticalcommunity.
In many applications, the objective is to build regression
models to explain a response variableobserved over a region
of interest, say D, under the assumption that the responses
are spatially associated. That is, whereas some spatial modeling may be accomplished through the mean, it is still anticipated that the responses are dependent and that this dependence becomes strongeras pairs of responses become closer
in space. With continuous response that is point referenced,
if a normality assumption (perhaps on a transformedscale)
seems plausible, this dependenceis typically modeled directly
using a Gaussianprocess. The literaturehere is enormous.The
book by Cressie (1993) is perhapsa place to start.In the case
of, say, binary or count response, a hierarchicalmodel is often adopted using an exponential family model at the first
stage and then introducing normally distributedspatial random effects into the mean structureon a transformedscale related by a link function (see, e.g., Diggle, Tawn, and Moyeed
1998).
In nearly all of this work, the regression coefficients are
assumed to be constant across the region. In certain applications, this would not be appropriate.The coefficients may
be expected to vary at the local or subregion level. For instance, Assunqao,Gamerman,and Assunqao(1999) introduced
a Bayesian space varyingparametermodel to examine microregion factor productivityand the degree of factor substitution
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in the Brazilian agriculture.Agarwal, Gelfand, Sirmans, and
Thibadeau(2003), in the context of locally stationaryspatial
modeling, introducedlocal regression models for factors affecting house price at the school district (and sub-school district) level. A flexible modeling approach for space-varying
regression models was developed with a simulation study by
Gamerman,Moreira,and Rue (2001). These authorsall made
the ratherrestrictive assumption that for a given coefficient,
it is constant on specified areal units. The levels of the surface on these units is modeled using independent or conditionally autoregressivespecifications.Concernsarise aboutthe
arbitrarinessof the scale of resolution, the lack of smoothness of the surface, and the inability to interpolatethe value of
the surface to individuallocations. When working with pointreferenceddata, it will be more attractiveto allow the coefficients to vary by location, to envision a spatial surface for a
particularcoefficient. For instance, in our applicationwe also
model the (log) selling price of single family houses. Customary explanatory variables include the age of the house,
the square feet of living area, the square feet of other area,
and the number of bathrooms. If the region of interest is a
city or greater metropolitanarea, then it is evident that the
capitalizationrate (e.g., for age), will vary across the region.
Older houses will have higher value in some parts of the region than in other parts. By allowing the coefficient of age
to vary with location, we can remedy the foregoing concerns.
With practical interest in mind, say real estate appraisal, we
can predict the coefficient for arbitraryproperties,not just for
those that sold during the period of investigation. Similar issues arise in modeling environmentalexposure to a particular
pollutant,where covariatesmight include temperatureand precipitation.
One possible approachwould be to model the spatial surface for the coefficient parametrically.In the simplest case this
would requirethe ratherarbitraryspecificationof a polynomial
surface function; a range of surfaces too limited or inflexible
mightresult.More flexibilitycould be introducedusing a spline
surface over two-dimensionalspace (see, e.g., Luo and Wahba
1998). However,this requiresselection of a spline function and
determinationof the numberof and locations of the knots in the
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space. Also, with multiplecoefficients, a multivariatespecification of a spline surfaceis required.The approachthatwe adopt
here is arguablymore naturaland at least as flexible. We model
the spatiallyvaryingcoefficient surface as a realizationfrom a
spatialprocess. For multiple coefficients, we use a multivariate
spatialprocess model. In fact, we use a stationaryspecification
in which desired degree of smoothness of process realization
can be modeledthroughthe choice of covariancefunction(e.g.,
the Maternclass). Kent(1989) and Stein (1999a) have provided
discussionsof univariateprocess;Banerjeeand Gelfand(2003),
of multivariateprocess. A nonstationarymodel results for the
data.
We adopta Bayesian approachfor our modeling framework.
This is attractivein the proposedsetting,because we are specifically interestedin inference for the randomspatial effects. In
particular,we obtain an entire posterior for the spatial coefficient process at both observed and unobservedlocations, as
well as posteriorsfor all model parameters.Interpolationfor a
process that is neitherobservednor arising as a residualseems
inaccessible in any other framework.For Gaussianresponses,
although some inference is possible throughlikelihood methods, it is more limited, and in particular,intervalestimationrelies on possibly inappropriateasymptotics. For non-Gaussian
data, approximationswill almost surely be required,possibly
in the form that we providein Section 7, but still inferencewill
be limited.
To clarify interpretationand implementation,we first develop our general approachin the case of a single covariate,
and thus we have two spatially varying coefficient processes,
one for "intercept"and one for "slope."We then turn to the
case of multiple covariates. Because even in the basic multiple regression setting, coefficient estimates typically reveal
some strong correlations,the collection of spatially varying
coefficient processes is expected to be dependent. Hence we
use a multivariateprocess model. Indeed, we present a further generalizationto build a spatial analog of a multivariate regression model (see, e.g., Goldstein 1995). We also
consider flexible spatio-temporalpossibilities. The previously
mentioned real estate setting provides site level covariates
whose coefficients are of considerable practical interest and
a dataset of single-family home sales from Baton Rouge,
LA enables illustration. Except for regions exhibiting special topography,we anticipate that a spatially varying coefficient model will prove more useful than, for instance, a
trend surface model. That is, incorporatinga polynomial in
latitude and longitude into the mean structurewould not be
expected to serve as a surrogatefor allowing the variability
across the region of a coefficient for say age or living area of
a house.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 details the
Gaussian modeling approach for a single covariate. Section 3 addresses the multiple-covariatecase. Section 4 proposes a sequence of varying coefficient specifications in the
spatio-temporalsetting. Section 5 comments briefly on model
comparison. Section 6 presents an example using the aforementioned single-family home sales data. Section 7 concludes
with some discussion of the generalized linear model setting.
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2. THEMODELING
APPROACH
FORA SINGLECOVARIATE
Recall the usualGaussianstationaryspatialprocess model as
in, for example, Cressie (1993),

Y(s)= U(s)+ W(s)+ E(S),

(1)

where [g(s) = x(s)T13 and E(s) is a white noise process,
that is, E(E(s)) = 0, var(E(s)) = r2, cov(E(s), (s')) = 0,
and W(s) is a second-order stationary mean 0 process independent of the white noise process; that is, E(W(s)) = 0,
var(W(s)) = a2, cov(W(s), W(s')) = a2p(s, s'; 0), where p is
a valid two-dimensionalcorrelationfunction.
The W(s) are viewed as spatial randomeffects, and (1) implicitly defines a hierarchical model. Letting [/(s) = fo +
and define
= fo + P0(s).
Pilx(s), write W(s) =
Po0(s) as a random
/o0(s) spatial adjustThen i0 (s) can be interpreted
ment at location s to the overall intercept Po. Equivalently,
fo(s) can be viewed as a random intercept process. For an
observed set of locations SI,
given Po, 1,{fo(si)}
+ Po(si) + c(si), i = 1 ..., n,
and -t2, the Y(si) = Po + Plx(si)S2,....s,n
are conditionally independent. The first-stage likelihood
is
-; Y)},2
y) (T2)-

L(fo0, P1,f{(si),{

-

exp +

22

(Y(si)

+

(2)

(o0
llx(si)
In obvious notation, the distribution
of P3o=3o0(si))2)}.
(fo(sl), ...
is
fo(sSn))T
=
f(13o0I o2, o) N(O, a2Ho(0o)),

(3)

where (Ho(0o))ij = po(si - sj; b00).For all of the discussion

andexamplesthatfollow, we adoptthe Materncorrelationfunction, p(h, 0) oc (y(|llhl))VK,(y(IIlhl)). Here Kv is a modified
Bessel function, 5 = (y, v), where y is a decay parameterand v
is a smoothnessparameter(see Stein 1999a for a more in-depth
2
discussion). With a prior on o,1, r 02,
r, and 0o, specification of the Bayesianhierarchicalmodel is completed.Under(2)
and (3), we can integrateover So0,obtainingthe marginallikelihood
2

L(8o,/ 1, -2 "2, o;y)

=

1
x2Ho(eo)+
r2H+-2
x exp

-y(y-

01 - flx)

x (y - Pol -

(96Ho(o0)

+ r2I)(4)

fix)19,

where x = (x(sl),...., x
We note analogies with
usual Gaussianrandom-effectsmod(sn)).els where Yij = fo +

lxij +

i + eij, with ai iid N(0, a2)

and Eij iid N(0, cr2). In this case, replications are needed to
identify (separate)the variancecomponents.Because of the dependencebetween the fo(si), replicationsarenot needed in the
spatialcase, as (4) reveals. Also, if U(s) denotes the total error
in the regressionmodel, then U (s) is partitionedinto "intercept
process"errorand "pure"error.
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If the Bayesian model is fittedusing the marginallikelihood where Dx is diagonal with (Dx)ii = x(si). Moreover, with
in (4) with simulation-basedmodel fitting,then samples essen- 01 =
(l(Sl) ....,/3 (s(n))T, we can sample f(P1 I y) and
y) are obtained. f( /i (Snew)Iy) using obvious analogs of (5) and (6).
tially from the posterior f(/o, 1 r2,,
c one-for-onebeNote that(8) providesa heterogeneous,nonstationaryprocess
But then samples from 00
1 y can be obtained
for the data regardless of the choice of covariance function
cause
for the /1(s) process. Here, var(Y(s) I /0o, l,
t2, og,101)=
f(Bo IY)
X2( S)U2 + t2 and cov(Y(s), Y(s') I /3o, i, t2, 12, 1)
f(13o I 3o, 3 21,21, 0,
0y)
o2x(s)x(s')pl (s - s'; 01). As a result, we observe that in pracx f(o 0, a
0,2 2, qolIy) (5) tice, (8) is sensible only if we have x(s) > 0. In fact, centering and scaling, usually advocated for better-behavedmodel
where
fitting, is inappropriatehere. With centered x (s)'s, we would
B
find the likely untenable behavior that var(Y(s)) decreases
2,
f (o30I lo,l1,t
,o, Y)
and then increases in x(s). Worse, for an essentially central
+
x(s), we would find Y(s) essentially independentof Y(s') for
N((
(o)
(y p/0 Plx),
h-I
0-2
any s'. Also, scaling the x(s)'s accomplishes nothing. /i(s)
would be inversely rescaled, because the model identifies only

I
Ho
N
2+7H1(q
Po))
2

2

/Pl(s)x (S).

This leads to concerns regardingpossible approximatecolWe can also obtain samples from the posterior of the
of x, the vector of x(si)'s, with the vector 1. Exlinearity
ro0(s)
process at a new location, say snew,to provideinterpolationfor pression (9) shows that a badly behaved likelihood will arise
the /0(s) surface.Specifically,
if x cl. Fortunately,we can reparameterize(8) to Y(s) =
P' + 'J(s) + /Pi (s)x(s) + E(s), where 2(s) is centered and
l=
Y)
I
f(A(snew) 1
f(
1
o and /3'. Now ,l (s)=
0O(Snew)
210)f(
0 02, q01y). scaled with obvious definitions for
where
is
the
1o,0,
sample standarddeviationof the
(6) P/3/sx+ 1(s),
sx
The first density under the integralis a univariatenormal that x (s)'s.
As after (4), we can draw an analogy with usual loncan be written down directly from the specification of o3(s).
For the predictionof y (Snew)given y, we require
gitudinal linear growth curve modeling where Yij = Po +
+ Eij, that is, a random slope for each indiPlxij +
vidual.-lixij
Also, U(s), the total errorin the regressionmodel (8),
T2)
y)
I
f
f(y(Snew)
(y(Snew)
0&, f O(Snew),
is now partitionedinto "slope process" error and "pure"er8Il,
ror.
x
0I
ft(fo(Snew) 3o002, q0o)
The generalspecificationencompassing(1) and (7) would be
x
21,Tq2
02 ,qoly).
(7)
f(130o, o,
o(s) + Pi(s)X(S) + E(s).
(10)
Y(s) = &o+ P1x(s)
The firsttermunderthe integralsign is a normaldensity.Again,
+Expression(10) parallelsthe usual lineargrowthcurve modit is straightforwardto obtain samples from this predictivediseling
by introducing both an intercept process and a slope
tribution.
The model in (10) requiresa bivariateprocess specprocess.
The foregoing development immediately suggests how to
and 131.We
to determinethe joint distributionof o30
ification
formulate a spatially varying coefficient model. Suppose that
of the
under
return
to
this
Section
in
but,
3,
independence
we write
processes, (10) can be easily marginalizedover 10 and 031,
Y(s)= po+ 18x(s)+ (s)x(s) + E(s).
(8) yielding
2
In (8), Pi(s) is a second-orderstationary mean 0 Gaussian
lI;
,
l, 2,
012,
0,
Y)
L(/o0,/
process with variance o2 and correlation function pl (.; q1).
=
Also, let 3i (s) = /1 + / (s). Now Pi (s) can be interpretedas a
6o2Ho(0o) 1Dx Hi(01)Dx + -2c11+orandomspatialadjustmentat location s to the overall slope i1.
1
x
In
can
be
viewed
as
a
random
(y - /3o - flix)T
exp
slope process.
Equivalently,/1i(s)
are
an
infinite-dimensional
function
to
we
effect,
explain
using
the relationshipbetween x (s) and Y(s).
x (aHo(00)+ y, DxHI(01)Dx
+ r2I)
Expression(8) yields an obvious modificationof (2) and (3).
In particular,the resultingmarginalizedlikelihood becomes
x
(11)
(y-/3o01 ix)}.
L(/o, it,2a2,qi)
Y)
Again, simulationfrom f (1o Y), f ( IY), f (0O(snew)IY),
+
=
HI(01)Dx
r2 1
Dx
f(/1 (Snew)I y), and f(y(snew) I y) is straightforward. The pos-2
sibility of predicting the spatial surface at arbitrarylocations
{
makes a compelling case for a Bayesian inference approach.
1lx)T((29DxHI)(@)Dx+T2I)-1
xexp
Classical kriging methods cannot address this problem, be(y-Y0ol
cause no /o(si) or /3(si) are observed. Also, in (10), the tox -/ ol -.
,
(9) tal error has been
partitioned into three independent pieces
(y
1x)

1
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with obvious interpretation.The relative sizes of the error
components at any si can be studied through E(fo(si) Iy),
E(81(si)x(si) I y), and E(E(si) I y). To compare the relative variability contributions,we could calculate E(r2 I y),
x(si)/n. In the case
E(q02Iy), and 2E(o~2 | y), where i ==
where po and pl are isotropic, posteriors for the ranges can
be obtained to compare spatial range of the interceptprocess
with that of the slope process. The posterior mean surfaces
E
I y) and E (/P1(s) I y) can be obtainedover an arbitrary
(Po0(s)
grid of locations and displayedgraphicallyusing standardsoftware.
Bayesianmodels using the marginallikelihoodsin either(4),
(9), or (11) are easily fitted using a slice Gibbs sampler as
discussed by Agarwal and Gelfand (2001) (see Neal 2002,
as well). In particular,under, say (11), we add an auxiliary
variableU - unif(0, L(/o, Pi1,
q1; y)). Thenthe
r2, 2olr2, o,
i
1,U
li,
y) cxI(U < L)rI(0o,
posteriorf (Po,
r2, 02 2, 0o,
02 ,1 0,, 1), where7ris the prioron the marginalized
ll, r2,
The slice Gibbs samplerupdates U with a uniform
parameters.
draw and updatesthe other parameterswith a prior draw subject to the indicatorrestriction.This algorithmis "off-the-shelf,"
requiringno tuning. It converges faster than Metropolis alternatives and avoids the autocorrelationproblemthatoften arises
with these alternatives.

3. A MULTIVARIATE
SPATIALLY
VARYING
COEFFICIENT
MODEL
Herewe turnto the case of a p x 1 multivariatecovariatevector X(s) at location s, where, for convenience, X(s) includes a
1 as its first entry to accommodatean intercept.We generalize (10) to
(12)
Y(s) = XT(s) (S) + (s),
where 13(s) is assumed to follow a p-variate spatial process
model. Withobservedlocationssl, s2. .,s. Slet XT be nx np
block diagonalhavingas block for the i th row XT(si). Then we
can write Y = XT 1 + 6, where 13is np x 1, the concatenated
vector of the /(s) and e ~ N(0, r2 ).
In practice,to assume that the componentprocesses of 1(s)
are independentis likely inappropriate.That is, in the simpler case of simple linear regression, negative association between slope and interceptis usually seen. (This is intuitive if
one envisions overlaying randomlines that are likely relative
to a fixed scattergramof data points.) The dramaticimprovement in model performancewhen dependenceis incorporated
is shown in the example of Section 6. To formulate a multivariateGaussianprocess for 13(s),we requirethe mean and the
cross-covariancefunction. For the former,following Section 2,
we take this to be pgy= (i1, ...,
p)T. For the latter, we rea
valid
choice.
In
the
p-variate
quire
sequel we work with a
convenient
choice
computationally
separable
following Mardia
and Goodall (1993) (see also Banerjeeand Gelfand2002 in this
regard).
More precisely, let C(s, s') be the p x p matrixwith (1,m)
entry cov(13l(s), P, (s')) and let

ric. In other words, T is the covariancematrixassociated with
an observationvector at any spatiallocation, and p capturesthe
attenuationin associationacross space. If we collect the set of
p (s - s'; q5)into an n x n matrixH (0) as in the previoussection,
then, with 0 denoting the Kroneckerproduct,the distribution

of 13is
P

N(lnxl

z Cp,

H(O) 0 T).

(14)

p = p + lnl 0 FP,then we

As in the previous section, if
can write (12) as

Y(s) = XT(s)LB + XT(s)p3(s)+ 6(s).
(15)
In (15), the total errorin the regression model is partitioned
into p + 1 pieces each with an obvious interpretation.Following
Section 2, using (12) and (14), we can integrateover 0 to obtain
L(tf,

r2, T, 0; y)

= IX(H(q) 0 T)XT + T2I

x expj

2

(y-X(10pT))T(X(H(Q) ) T)X'+r2-1)

x (y- x(1

)).

(1)

The possibly dauntingform (16) still involves only n x n matrices.
The Bayesian model is completed with a prior
f(tt,
T2, T, 0) which we assume to take the product form
f(4t) f(r2)f(T) f (0). Later, these components are normal,
inverse gamma, inverse Wishart and gamma, and gamma,
where q = (y, v) under the Mat&rncorrelationfunction. The
model using (16) and such a prior is readily fitted througha
sliced Gibbs samplersimilarto that describedat the end of the
previous section.
With regard to prediction analogous to (5), f(3 I y)
can be sampled one-for-one with the posterior samples from
f(4 , r2, T, I|y) using f(1 I|
, C2,T, , y), which is
N(Bb, B), where B = (XTX/r2+ H-l(0)
T-l)-1 and
b = XTy/r2 + (H-1(0) 0 T-')(1I 0 p). B is np x np, but
for sampling 3, only a Cholesky decompositionof B is needed
and only for the retained posterior samples. Prediction at a
new location, say snew,requires,analogous to (6), f( ((Snew) I
13, ~T,r2, T, 0). Defining hnew(q)to be the n x 1 vector with
ith row entry p(si - snew;0), this distributionis normal with
mean +
0 T)(H- (0) 0 T- )(1 - Inxl 0 pL) =
tm (hnew(k)
0 ) and covariance
+
4pg
(k)H- (() 0 1)(13 - lnxl (9
matrix(hnew
T) 0 T)(H- () 0 T-')(hnew(0) 0 T) =
(hnew(n
(I - hnew(0))H
(O)hnew(0))T.Finally,the predictivedistribution for Y(Snew),f (Y(Snew)Iy) is sampledanalogouslyto (7).
We concludethis section by noting an extensionof (12) when
we have repeatedmeasurementsat location s. That is, suppose
that we have
Y(s, 1) = XT(s, 1)3(s) + E(s, 1),

(17)

where 1 = 11...., Ls with Ls the numberof measurementsat s
and the E6(s,1) still white noise. As an illustration,in the real
where p is a valid scalarcorrelationfunctionin two dimensions estate context that we mentionedearlier,s might denote the loand Tpxp is such that (T)1m = lm is positive-definitesymmet- cation for an apartmentblock and I indexes apartmentsin this
C(s, s')1m = p (s - s'; 0)tim,

(13)
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block thathave sold, with the lth apartmenthaving characteristics X(s, 1). Suppose furtherthat Z(s) denotes an r x 1 vector
of site level characteristics.For an apartmentblock, these characteristics might include amenities provided or distance to the
central business district. Then (17) can be extended to a multilevel model in the sense of Goldstein (1995) or Raudenbush
and Bryk (2002). In particular,we can write

model 3: 13(s,t) = 0(t)(s).

ZT
(S)yl

13(s)

correlationfunction in one dimension. Such additivityin space
and time has been discussed in the case of usual modeling of
the errorstructureby, for example, Gelfand,Ecker,Knight,and
Sirmans(2003).
In model 3 we consider an analog of the nested-effects areal
unit specification of Waller, Carlin, Xia, and Gelfand (1997).
(see also Gelfandet al. 2002). In particular,we have

) + W(s).

(18)

ZT
(S)-yp

In (18), yj is an r x 1 vector associatedwith /j (s) and W(s) is
a mean 0 multivariateGaussianspatialprocess as, for example,
earlier.In (18), if the W(s) were independent,then we would
have a usual multilevel model specification.In the case where
Z(s) is a scalarcapturingjust an intercept,we returnto the initial model of this section.

4. SPATIALLY
VARYING
COEFFICIENTS
DATA
MODELSWITHSPATIO-TEMPORAL
A naturalextension of the modeling of the previoussections
is to the case in which data are correlatedat spatial locations
across time. Such data frequentlyarise in ecological, environmental, and meteorological settings. If we assume that time is
discretized to a finite set of equally spaced points on a scale,
then we can conceptualizea time series of spatialprocesses that
are observedonly at the spatiallocations sl, .., sn.
Adoptinga generalnotationthatparallels(10), let
t = 1, 2
(19)
Y(s, t) = XT(s, t)1(s, t) + E(s, t),
.....M.
and
That is, we introducespatio-temporallyvarying intercepts
if
write
we
spatio-temporallyvarying slopes. Alternatively,
rg, then we are partitioningthe total error
13(s,t) = f3(s,t) +
into p + 1 spatio-temporalinterceptpieces including E(s, t),
each with an obvious interpretation.So we continue to assume that the E(s, t) are iid N(0, t2), but we need to specify a model for 13(s,t). Regardless,(19) defines a nonstationary process with E(Y(s, t)) = XT(s, t)13(s, t), var(Y(s, t)) =
XT(s,
t)X(s, t) + T2, and cov(Y(s, t), Y(s', t')) =
t)E
XT(s, t)El(s,
t), (sj,t')X(s', t').
We propose four models for 13(s,t). Parallelingthe customary longitudinaldatamodeling assumptionwhen the time series
are usually short,we could set
-(

model 1: 01(s,t) = 13(s),
where 13(s)is modeled as in the previoussections. Model 1 can
be viewed as a local linear growthcurve model.
Next, we have
model 2: 0(s, t) = P(s) + a(t),
where P3(s)is again as in model 1. In modeling ax(t),we examine two possibilities.The firstpossibilitytreatsthe ak(t) as time
dummy variables,takingthis set of pM variablesto be a priori
independentand identicallydistributed.The second possibility
models the ax(t) as a randomwalk or autoregressiveprocess.
The componentscould be assumedto be independentacross k,
but for greatergenerality,we take them to be dependent, using an analog of (13), replacing s with t and p, now a valid

Here we have spatially varying coefficient processes nested
within time. The processes are assumed to be independent
across t (essentially time dummy processes) and permit temporal evolution of the coefficientprocess. Following Section 3,
the process 13(t)(s) would be mean 0, second-order stationary Gaussian with cross-covariance specification at time t,
C(t)(s, s'), where (C(t)(s, S'))im = p(s - s'; (t))r(t). We have
specified model 3 with a common pjl across time, which enables some comparabilitywith the other models that we have
proposed.However,we can increaseflexibility by replacing tFp
with
pVt.
Finally, model 4 proposes a separablecovariance specification in space and time, extending work of Gelfand, Zhu, and
Carlin(2001):
model 4: 13(s, t) such that

)]
Er[f(s,t),f#(s',t

-

p(l)(s

- s'; q)x

p(2)(t - t'; y)T,
where p(l) is a valid two-dimensionalcorrelationfunction, p(2)
is a valid one-dimensional choice, and T is positive-definite
symmetric.Here p(l) obtainsspatialassociationas in the earlier
sections, which is attenuatedacross time by p(2). The resulting
covariancematrixfor the full vector 13,blockedby site and time
within site, has the convenientform H2(y) 0 HI(() 0 T.
In each of the aforementionedmodels, we can marginalize
over 3(s, t) as we did in the earliersections. Depending on the
model, it may be more computationallyconvenientto block the
data by site or by time. We omit the details, noting only that
with n sites and T time points, the resultinglikelihood will involve the determinantand inverseof an n T x n T matrix.
Note that all of the foregoing modeling can be applied to
the case of cross-sectional data in which the set of observed
locations varies with t. This is the case with, for instance, our
real estate data. We observe a selling price only at the time of
a transaction.With nt locations in year t, the likelihood for all
but model 3 will involve a nt x
nt matrix.
k
5. MODELCOMPARISON
In either the purely spatial case or the spatio-temporalcase,
we may seek to compare models. For instance, in the spatial
case from Sections 2 and 3, we can consider models in which
only a subset of the coefficients vary spatially,where the coefficient processes are independent,or where the multivariatedependence version is assumed. In the spatio-temporalcase, we
can considermodels 1-4 (with possible submodelsin the cases
of models 2 and 3).
We use the posteriorpredictiveloss approachof Gelfandand
Ghosh (1998). Illustratingin the spatio-temporalcontext, for
each (s, t) in (19), let Ynew(s,t) be a new observationobtained
at that location and time for the given X(s, t). If undera particular model, p(s, t) and o2(s, t) denote the mean and variance
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Table2. Valuesof PosteriorPredictiveModelChoice Criterionfor
Three-Dimensional
Models(interceptprocess is alwaysincluded)
Model

30.65

Age, livingarea
Age, otherarea
Age, bathrooms
Livingarea, otherarea
Livingarea, bathrooms
Otherarea, bathrooms

30.50

G

P

D

61.38
63.80
67.25
72.35
78.47
74.58

47.83
48.45
48.66
50.75
49.28
47.44

109.21
112.25
114.91
123.10
127.75
122.02

We draw our data from a database of real estate transactions in Baton Rouge, LA, during the 8-year period 19851992. In particular,we focus on modeling the log selling
price of single family homes. In the literatureit is customary to work with log selling price in order to achieve better
approximatenormality.A range of house characteristicsare
available. We use four of the most common choices: age of
house, squarefeet of living area, squarefeet of otherarea (e.g.,
garages, carports,storage) and numberof bathrooms.For the
static spatial case, a sample of 237 transactionswas drawn
from 1992. Figure 1 shows the parish of Baton Rouge and the
locations contained in an encompassing rectangle within the
parish.

We fitted the following collection of models. In all cases
the correlation function is from the Matern class, that is,
p(s - s'; 0) oc (ylls - s'l)VK, (ylIs - s'l1). We used priors
that are fairly noninformativeand comparable across models as sensible. We began with a spatial-varyinginterceptand
one spatially varying slope coefficient. (The remainingcoefficients do not vary). The intercept and coefficient processes
follow a two-dimensionalversion of (13). There are four such
models. The model comparison results are given in Table 1.
The model with a spatially varying living area coefficient is
best here. We then introduce two spatially varying slope coefficient processes along with a spatially varying intercept
using a three-dimensional version of (13). There are six
models here. Table 2 shows that the model with spatially
varying age and living area is best. Finally, we allow five
spatially varying processes; an interceptand four coefficients.
We tried a model with five independentprocesses along with
a five-dimensional version of (13). From Table 3 the fivedimensional model using (13) is far superior,and the independence model is clearly worst, supportingour earlier intuition.
The prior specificationused for the five-dimensionaldependent process model are as follows. We take vague N(O, 105I)
for
a five-dimensionalinvertedwishart,IW(5, diag(.001)),
Vt;
for T, and inverted gamma, IG(2, 1), for r2 (mean 1, infinite variance). For the Matern correlation function parameters 0 and v, we assume gammapriors G(2, .1) (with mean 20
and variance 200). For all of the models, three parallel chains
were run to assess convergence. Satisfactorymixing was obtained within 3,000 iterationsfor all the models; another2,000
samples were generated and retained for posterior inference.
The resulting posteriorinference summaryis provided in Table 4. We note a significant negative overall age coefficient
with significantpositive overall coefficients for the other three
covariates. These are as expected. The contributionto spatial
variability from the components of 13is capturedthroughthe
diagonal elements of the T matrixscaled by the corresponding
covariates after the discussion at the end of Section 2. We see
that the spatial interceptprocess contributesmost to the error

Table1. Valuesof PosteriorPredictiveModelChoice Criterionfor
Two-Dimensional
Models (interceptprocess is always included)

Table3. Valuesof PosteriorPredictiveModelChoice Criterion
(overall models)

30.35-91.20 " -9110

0

9

/1.00

18 Miles

9

Figure 1. LocationsSampled Withinthe Parish of Baton Rouge for
the StaticSpatialModels.

of the predictivedistributionof Ynew(s,t) given Yobs(the set of
all observed Y's), then the criterionbecomes
Dk =

0t) - (s, t))2 + k
(Yobs(S,
(s, t)

or2(s,t).

(20)

(s, t)

In (20), the first term is a goodness-of-fit component (G), and
the second term is a penalty for model complexity component (P). The constantk weights these componentsand is often
set to 1. The model yielding the smallest value of (20) is chosen.

6. AN EXAMPLE

Model
Livingarea
Age
Otherarea
Bathrooms

G

P

D

69.87
74.52
70.24
78.02

46.24
44.58
49.87
52.93

116.11
119.10
120.11
130.95

Model
Five-dimensionalmodel
Three-dimensionalmodel (best)
Two-dimensionalmodel (best)
Independentprocess model

G

P

D

42.21
61.38
69.87
94.36

36.01
47.83
46.24
59.34

78.22
109.21
116.11
153.70
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Table4. InferenceSummaryforthe Five-DimensionalMultivariate
SpatiallyVaryingCoefficientsModel
Parameter

2.5%

50%

/o (intercept)

9.908
-.008
.283
.133
.183
.167
.029
.013
.034
.151
-.219
-.205
.213
-.647
-.008
.061
-.013
-.885
-.614
.173
.51
.91
2.05
.033

9.917
-.005
.341
.313
.292
.322
.046
.028
.045
.183
-.203
-.186
.234
-.583
.011
.077
.018
-.839
-.560
.232
1.14
1.47
4.17
.049

/1 (age)
P2 (livingarea)
/3 (otherarea)
/N4(bathrooms)
Ti
,12T22
T33
k22
k T44
k2T55
22
T12/T711T
T13//T11T33
T14/ T11T44
T15/ T1_1T55
33
T23/uT22
T24N/T22T44
T25/7T22T55
T34/ T33T44
T35/ T33T55
T45/ T44T55
0 (decay parameter)
v (smoothness parameter)
range (in km)
T2

Turningto the dynamic models proposed in Section 5, we
returnedto the Baton Rouge database, drawing a sample of
97.5% 120 transactionsat distinctspatiallocations for the years 19899.928 1992. We comparemodels 1-4. In particular,we have two ver-.002
sions of model 2; 2a has the
as four iid time dummies,
.401 and 2b uses the multivariate ox(t)
temporalprocess model for xo(t).
.497
.401 We also have two versions of model 3; 3a has a common RL
.514 across t, whereas 3b uses
4(t) In all cases, we used the five.063 dimensional
spatiallyvaryingcoefficientmodel for 1's. Table6
.047
the
results.
Model 3, in which space is nested withintime,
gives
.066
turns
out
to
be
the
best, with model 4 following closely be.232
hind.
7
summarizesthe posteriorinference sumTable
-.184
Finally
-.167
maryfor model 3b. The overallcoefficients (Rt/ ) do not change
.257 much over
time; however,there is some indicationthat spatial
-.534
does
change over time.
.030 range
.098
.054
-.789
-.507
.301
2.32
2.87
9.32
.077

7. THEGENERALIZED
LINEARMODELSETTING
We briefly consider a generalized linear model version
of (12), replacingthe Gaussianfirst stage with
f(y(si)

(si) - b(O(si))), (21)
I0(si)) = h(y(si)) exp(O(s(si)y

where, using a canonical link, 0(si) = XT (si) (si). The specification generatesthe models of Diggle et al. (1998). In (19),
we could include a dispersion parameterwith little additional
complication.
The resultingfirst-stagelikelihood becomes

variabilitywith, perhapssurprisingly,the "bathrooms"process
second. Clearly, spatial variability overwhelms the pure error
L( : y) = exp{ y(si)XT (Si) (Si) - b(XT (si) d(si)).
variability(r2), showing the importanceof the spatial model.
The dependencebetween the processes is evident in the pos(22)
teriorcorrelationbetween the components.In fact, under(13), Takingthe prioron 1 in (14), the Bayesian model is completely
it is straightforwardto calculate that cov(pt(s), 1m(s + h))/ specified with a prioron 0, T, and gp.
This model can be fittedusing a conceptuallystraightforward
+ h))cov(m (s), /3m(s + h)) = Tim!/T1iTmm,
V/COV(i(s),
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithmin the form of a Gibbs
of h. We find the anticipatednegativeassociationberegardless
s~i(s
which would updatethe componentsof
and P ustween the interceptprocess and the slope processes (apartfrom sampler,
bp With an
and Wild 1992).
(Gilks
sampling
ing
adaptive
rejection
that with the "otherarea"process). Under the Matdrncorrelainverse Wishartprioron T, the resulting full conditional of T
tion function,by invertingp (-; 4) = .05 for a given value of the
is again inverseWishart.Updating0 is usually very awkward,
decay parametery and the smoothing parameterv, we obtain because it enters in the Kroneckerform in (14).
Metropolis
the range, that is, the distance beyond which spatial associaupdates are hard to design but offer perhapsthe best possibiltion becomes negligible. Posterior samples of (y, v) produce
ity. Also problematicis the repeatedcomponentwiseupdating
posterior samples for the range. The resulting posterior me- of p. This hierarchicallycentered parameterization(Gelfand,
dian is roughly4 km over a somewhatsprawlingparish,which
Sahu, and Carlin 1995, 1996) is preferableto workingwith gp
measuresroughly 22 km x 33 km. The smoothnessparameter and f, but the
algorithmstill runs very slowly with autocorresuggests processes with mean squared differentiablerealiza- lation problems.
tions (v > 1). Figure 2 shows the posteriormean spatial surAn alternativeto componentwise updating is to introduce
faces for each of the processes. The contourplots are evidently blockedMetropolisupdatingthrougha Langevindiffusion (see,
quite different.Table 5 considers a sample of 20 holdout sites e.g., Roberts, Gelman, and Gilks 1997; Christensen, Miller,
on which the model can be validated;in fact, the validationis and Waagepetersen2000). Updating the entire np x 1 vector
done with all of the models from Table 3. The entries in bold 1 seems unrealistic.Blocking 0 by component process is esindicate validationfailures.We find that for the first model, 19 sentially computationallyintractable,and blocking P by site
of 20 predictive intervals contain the true value while for the creates strong autocorrelationproblems. Clearly, more work
independencemodel, 18 of 20 do so. More importantly,notice is needed to provide efficient model-fittingstrategiesfor these
how much shorterthese intervalsareusing the five-dimensional models.
model.
[ReceivedAugust2001. RevisedJuly 2002.]
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Figure2. Mean PosteriorSpatialSurfaces for the 5-D SVC Model:(a) InterceptProcess, (b) Age Process, (c) LivingArea Process, (d) Other
Area Process, (e) BathroomsProcess.
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Table5. Cross-Validatory
PosteriorPredictiveIntervalsfor20 Locationsin BatonRouge
Truevalue

Five-dimensional

11.18

Three-dimensional
(best)

Two-dimensional
(best)

Independent

10.86
11.16

(10.85, 11.53)

(10.74, 11.68)

(10.56, 11.52)

(10.44, 11.79)

(10.54, 11.22)
(11.05, 11.68)

(10.47, 11.31)
(11.03, 11.96)

(10.52, 11.35)
(10.97, 11.98)

(10.71, 12.08)
(10.68, 12.06)

11.46
12.29

(11.39, 11.78)
(12.01, 12.72)

(11.28, 12.11)
(12.09, 12.94)

(11.35, 12.26)
(12.06, 13.01)

(11.51, 12.34)
(11.87, 13.24)

10.18
11.26

10.97
11.55
12.22
12.05
11.68
11.95
12.22
11.34
11.05
10.53
11.42
10.68
12.16

(9.81, 10.59)

(9.80, 10.60)

(9.73, 10.88)

(9.68, 10.75)

(11.03, 11.51)

(11.17, 11.76)

(11.08, 11.72)

(11.21, 12.13)

(10.82, 11.42)

(11.00, 11.97)

(10.77, 11.35)

(10.71, 11.52)

(11.21, 11.86)
(12.20, 12.84)
(11.85, 12.53)
(11.47, 11.92)
(11.72, 12.24)
(11.62, 12.27)
(11.23, 11.86)
(10.96, 11.78)
(10.05, 10.89)
(11.18, 11.82)
(10.76,11.53)
(11.85, 12.62)

(11.28,
(12.15,
(11.85,
(11.49,
(11.64,
(11.89,
(11.22,
(11.01,
(10.07,
(11.16,
(10.73,
(11.94,

(11.27,
(12.29,
(11.78,
(11.53,
(11.52,
(11.74,
(11.26,
(11.12,
(10.05,
(11.18,
(10.57,
(11.78,

(11.27,
(12.11,
(11.81,
(11.50,
(11.60,
(11.77,
(11.02,
(11.10,
(10.04,
(11.26,
(10.58,
(11.66,

11.91)
12.76)
12.55)
11.89)
12.22)
12.35)
11.76)
11.75)
10.86)
11.64)
11.29)
12.19)

12.01)
13.05)
12.51)
11.90)
12.18)
12.84)
11.90)
11.81)
10.86)
11.88)
11.78)
12.89)

12.08)
13.25)
12.49)
12.18)
12.21)
12.82)
11.85)
12.09)
10.88)
12.05)
11.58)
12.82)

Process
Table6. ModelChoice CriteriaforVariousSpatio-Temporal
Models(see Sec. 6)
Model
Independent process
Model1
Model2a
Model2b
Model3a
Model3b
Model4
Dependent process
Model1
Model2a
Model2b
Model3a
Model3b
Model4

G

P

D

88.58
77.79
74.68
59.46
57.09
53.55

56.15
50.65
50.38
48.55
48.41
52.98

144.73
128.44
125.06
108.01
105.50
106.53

54.54
47.92
43.38
43.74
42.35
37.84

29.11
26.95
29.10
20.63
21.04
26.47

83.65
74.87
72.48
64.37
63.39
64.31

Model3 (space nested
Table7. InferenceSummaryforthe 5-DimensionMultivariate
Spatio-Temporal
withintime)
1991

1992

1989

1990

/to (intercept)

9.697
(9.438, 9.956)

9.164
(8.782, 9.613)

9.56
(9.237, 9.860)

9.716
(9.445, 9.980)

P1(age)

-.005
(-.007, -.001)
.383
(.314, .490)
.246

-.004
(-.007, -.002)
.357
(.252, .460)
.248

-.004
(-.007, -.002)
.402
(.232, .574)
.305

-.005
(-.008, -.002)
.348
(.278, .416)
.326

(.068, .410)

(.075, .422)

(.137, .486)

(.146, .515)

.301
(.195, .407)
1.63

.296
(.193, .395)
1.77

.311
(.197, .420)
1.05

.304
(.201, .416)
1.17

(.68, 3.52)

(.85, 3.15)

(.42, 2.33)

(.57, 2.38)

1.48
(.92, 3.05)
2.95
(1.40, 7.04)

1.51
(.93, 3.05)
2.80
(1.55, 5.65)

1.54
(.86, 3.16)
4.55
(2.07, 11.31)

1.47
(.88, 2.92)
4.11
(2.03, 8.4)

Parameter

P2 (livingarea)
P3 (otherarea)
P/4(bathrooms)
0 (decay parameter)
v (smoothness parameter)
range (in km)
72

.038
(.024, .082)
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